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Idea
Reinterpret the inpainting process [1] through
the Information Theory [3, 4] and provide a
consistent explanation of the filling in of the
blind spot [2].

Blind Spot Demonstration
To make the black dot or the white hole disappear, close your right eye and force your left eye to
look at the cross with a slight angle, then slowly move your head back and forth at about 25 cm
from the screen.

Information Theory
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Contribution
We have proposed the concept of entropy
inpainting to emulate the optical illusion due to
the blind spot and complete any image.

This process cares not to create too much nov-
elty as well as not to destroy too much infor-
mation, i.e. it maintains the entropy constant.

Formulation
- Xk: known signal. - D: dictionary.
- Xu: unknown signal. - H : entropy function

minimize |HD(Xu, Xk)−HD(Xk)|
subject to Xk

Algorithm

input : Xk and Xu s.t. Xk ∩Xu = ∅
output: Xu s.t. HD(Xu, Xk) ≈ HD(Xk)

build a dictionary D from Xk and
calculate H(Xu) and H(Xk);

while Xu is not completed do

define an overlapping layer L
between Xu and Xk;

while L is not completed do

define a selection S inside L;
find the compatible words
between S and D;

if one candidate then
select this word;

else if several candidates then
select the word which
minimizes the absolute
entropy deviation;

else // no candidate
create a new word compatible
with S and D;

fill in S with the returned word;
update Xu, Xk, D and recalculate
H(Xu) and H(Xk);

Results
Entropy inpainting recovering characteristic patterns on binary, grayscale and color images.
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